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ABSTRACT
The Yb atoms can be laser cooled and

loaded into an optical lattice to build atomic
clocks. We use numerical simulation to in-
vestigate the effectiveness of the new laser
cooling technique which combines bichromatic
force deceleration with frequency chirping.

INTRODUCTION
Both theoretical analysis and experiments

involving Cs[1] and Rb[2] have shown bichro-
matic laser beams can exert forces on the
atoms that are much greater than the scatter-
ing force limit ~k�/2.Our project investigates
the effectiveness of bichromatic slowing on
the 556nm transition by numerical analysis.

PHYSICS MODEL
Beat pulse from one side excites an atom,

while pulse from the other returns it to ground
state via stimulated emission. Both transitions
produce momentum transfers in the same direc-
tion. The phase difference ensures that slow-
ing force does not average to zero over distance.

METHOD
The time evolution of the probability density

matrix ⇢ follows:
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Hamiltonian includes counter-propagating light
beams come in with frequencies detuned from
the transition at ! ± �. D accounts for sponta-
neous emission. The expectation value of the
force can be calculated as:
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Numerical calculations were performed using
SUNDIALS and Vanlier and van Riel’s MAT-
LAB wrapper[3].

BICHROMATIC FORCE
The optimal bichromatic force value for slowing effect is reached by setting ⌦ ⇡ 1.2�.
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For the force profile shown, we use � = 274� and ⌦ = 333� and it shows a square-shaped feature.

SETUP
The setup used for our simulation include

Yb atoms emerging from 425�C oven that
are collimated to a 2mm diameter atomic
beam with a 10mrad divergence angle.

Laser light comes from 3mm-diameter Gaussian
beams with 1.25W in each frequency compo-
nent. Laser light from each side have a phase
difference of ⇡/4.

SIMULATION RESULTS
We chirp the laser frequency to slow atoms over a broader velocity range. With non-

chirping laser frequency, atoms are only slowed within the force profile effective width.

Our simulation accounts for the variation in ⌦ across the Gaussian beam and changes in the beat
phase along the slower length. By controlling the chirping frequency range, we can slow down atoms
to some target velocity to load a MOT.
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